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holders look after ourselves. In the first place, then, what
I say is : They ought never to 'avc touched anything to do
with the 'Uns. In the second place, I say they showed bad
judgment. And in the third place I say they were too
thick together. In my opinion, we should propose a vote
of no confidence.5'
Cries of : " Hear, hear ! " mixed with indeterminate
sounds, were broken sharply by a loud : " No ! " from the
shareholder who had seemed dead. Michael's heart went
out to him, the more so as he still seemed dead. The
negative was followed by the rising of a thin, polished-
looking shareholder, with a small grey moustache.
" If you'll forgive my saying so, sir," he began, " your
proposal seems to me very rough-and-ready justice. I
should be interested to know how you would have handled
such a situation if you had been on the Board. It is
extremely easy to condemn other people ! "
" Hear, hear ! " said Michael, astonished at his own
voice.
" It is all very well," the polished shareholder went on,
" when anything of this sort happens, to blame a directorate,
but, speaking as a director myself, I should be glad to know
whom one is to trust, if not one's manager. As to the
policy of foreign insurance, it has been before us at two
general meetings ; and we have pocketed the profit from
it for nearly two years. Have we raised a voice against
it? "
The dead shareholder uttered a " No ! " so loud that
Michael almost patted his head.
The shareholder, whose neck and back were like a
doctor's, rose to answer*
" I differ from the last speaker in his diagnosis of the case.
Let us admit all he says, and look at the thing more widely.
The proof of pudding is in the eating. When a Govern-

